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THE IMPORTANCE OF BELIEF
Mike Byars

B

y the time you are reading this, we will have completed another wonderful “season of belief” as
Christmas, Hanukkah and other seasonal holidays are
sometimes referred. It is a time of reflection, peace and
that special holiday magic indeed. Now we transition into
creating and keeping those new year’s resolutions that have been on our mind.

Many of you have wrapped up the fiscal
year for your business and are reflecting
upon the accomplishments of 2019. Some
of you are more focused upon
what didn’t get done in 2019. But hopefully all of you are optimistic in thinking about goals for 2020. As you translate those goals into action plans, don’t
overlook one of the important, albeit
mental initial steps: Belief.
While it’s hard to argue that any one step
along the journey is less important than
the others, I really emphasize the importance of belief – that confidence that really
gets you started with some concrete steps to achieve those
goals. Let’s examine all the steps briefly.
Dream – Belief – Goals – Actions – Accomplishments Achievement
Dream - It all starts with a dream. Whether it’s to fly
above the earth, put a man on the moon or to go faster
than anyone before you, it starts here. These aren’t specific goals yet, but conscious thoughts or ideas of something
you’d like to change or achieve.
Belief – The journey on your path to achievement must
take a big step following that dream. Either you dismiss
the idea with a negative thought or the season of belief
has sprinkled that magic optimism dust on you and you
think, “Wow, by just doing X and Y, I bet we could
achieve Z!” Belief gives your brain that positive optimism
that you can achieve something and allows you to start to
visualize the dream achievement and create specific
goals.
Goals – While much has been written in sales and motivation literature about proper goal setting, let me quickly
share the formula I like to follow: SMART Goals. I’ll use
a common and easily understood personal example of

losing the weight we put on from all those holiday treats
and then some!
Specific – Lose 20 pounds. That’s a well-defined specific goal of weight loss.
Measurable – Yes, the measure is the tale of
the scale and definitely a measurable goal.
Ask yourself how you will know when
you reach it; what is the criteria for
measuring progress?
Attainable – Is your goal a challenge
but still possible to achieve? Losing 1
or 2 lbs. is certainly achievable, but
hard to believe that amount would be a
challenge. The best goals are a stretch
but not impossible to achieve.
Realistic – Is the goal realistic, within reach,
and are you willing to commit to achievement? Also, “R” can stand for Relevant. Is
your goal relevant to your life purpose,
consistent with other goals and fits within both longterm and short-term plans. Sharing your goal with a
friend or mentor will help ensure relevancy.
Time – Lose 20 lbs. by August 31 would be a specific, time-bound goal. Lose 5 lbs. by January 31, five
more by March 31, etc. until the 20 pound goal is
achieved is also specific but could be part of the action plan and achievements. Ask yourself if the
goal is time-bound with a start and end date/deadline.
Without a time limit there is no urgency to start taking action towards achieving your goals.
Action – SMART Goals are crucial to your success. Once
you have a SMART Goal clearly defined, the Action Plan
helps you determine how you will get there. Then the actual tasks, the actions themselves, set you upon the path
of achievement. Visualization of doing the action and
achieving the first steps are critical: see yourself doing, or
saying, or influencing and successfully achieving those
first tasks.
Accomplishments – Don’t worry that the first action
steps are small. In fact, they should be. That way
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NAVIGATE COMPLEX CONTRACTOR SALES AND USE TAX
Lisa Swance

T

he Sales and Income Tax Advisory Network LLC and BCMA Wisconsin invites you to participate in a two part
seminar titled, “How to Navigate Complex Contractor Sales and Use Tax Laws.”

Holly Hoffman (former WI DOR auditor, speaker, and contractor tax law specialist) will share tips, tricks, and
resources available to help you comply.
 January 22 | Milwaukee | Crowne Plaza
 January 23 | Madison | Clarion Suites
 February 5 | Appleton | Grand Meridian
 February 6 | Eau Claire | Florian Gardens

This seminar is not affiliated with Monroe Equipment, but may be useful for some contractors. Please visit https://
salesandincometax.com/events/ for more information and to register for the seminar.

COMFORT SYNC™ THERMOSTAT WARRANTY
Sandy Burns

W

e know that warranties can sometimes be difficult to understand. We came across a nice breakdown on the warranty specifics for Comfort Sync™ products.

Please give us a call if you have any questions.

TEN (10) YEAR COVERAGE
Comfort Sync™ Thermostat
RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Warranted by Allied Air Enterprises for a period of Ten (10) years from the date of the original installation, when
installed in a “Residential Application”. (A Residential Application is a single-family dwelling which includes
homes, duplexes, apartments and condominiums.)
FIVE (5) YEAR COVERAGE
Comfort Sync™ Zoning, Equipment Interface Module (EIM), In-Zone Sensor
(All other components are covered for one (1) year)
RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
The covered equipment and covered component are warranted by Allied Air Enterprises for a period of five (5) years
from the date of the original unit installation, when installed in a “Residential Application”.
ONE (1) YEAR COVERAGE
Comfort Sync™ Thermostat/Zoning
NON-RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
The covered equipment and covered component are warranted by Allied Air Enterprises for a period of one (1) year
from the date of the original unit installation, when installed in a “Non-Residential Application”.
EXCLUDED COMPONENTS
The following components are not protected by this warranty: wiring
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Barb Beckett

M

eet Josh Diercks, the newest member of the Wisconsin Rapids branch.

Josh was born in Sparta, but grew up in Southern California and after thirty years, had the
opportunity to move back to Wisconsin with his fiancé and their two boys in 2015.
Josh has worked in the construction field for 20+ years and has had the opportunity to have
worked in most aspects of construction. Josh was fortunate enough to have worked for a
HVAC Contractor in California as an installer which has helped him immensely to understand the basics of what we do here at Monroe. He is still learning and looks forward to
expanding his knowledge in this field so he can better serve Monroe’s customers.
Josh Diercks

In his “spare” time he’s usually fixing, building something or wrenching on his cars. Josh
and his fiancé are both big vintage Volkswagen enthusiasts. They collect anything vintage Volkswagen and currently
have a 1969 and 1973 Volkswagen Beetles they brought with from California.
Welcome to Monroe Josh!
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you realize that you are indeed achieving steps from your
Action Plan towards your goal. Take the time to celebrate
these small achievements. Maybe it’s just enjoying a long
lunch at a favorite place, or mentally giving yourself that
pat on the back, don’t overlook this step. Early achievements of smaller goals help you visualize success of
achieving the (larger) end goal.
Achievement – The end goal is reached, and this calls for
big celebration. Do take a moment, but don’t rest on your
laurels too long; the next goal awaits your dream and belief!
Maybe part of the goals for your business includes growing your commercial business. I have the belief we can

help you achieve whatever specific SMART goals you
may have for that. I believe in our Engineering/Design
Services Team, with their years of experience and
knowledge of the codes. I believe in our sales team with
their broad exposure to the industry and record of
achievement. I believe in the intelligence and sincerity of
our management team to help guide you and even formulate such SMART Goals if you would like us to help in
that stage, whether as a simple sounding board or more
involved in something like training. And speaking of
training, I certainly believe in our expanded Training and
Service support personnel – these folks are smart!
We believe in you – let us help you achieve your goals for
your business in 2020. We believe that together we can
achieve those successes.

Upcoming Events
January 25 - February 1, 2020
MECP Dealer Incentive Trip - St. Lucia

March 20-29, 2020
Realtors Home & Garden Show - WI State Fair Park
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